6th Innovation in Prosecution Summit

Please join us for the 6th Innovation in Prosecution Summit presented by the Association of Prosecuting Attorneys in partnership with the Quattrone Center for the Fair Administration of Justice at the University of Pennsylvania Law School.

This summit will bring together a multi-disciplinary audience of criminal justice leaders to discuss initiatives which are creating more efficiency and effectiveness in our system of justice. We will not only highlight and describe innovative programs across the nation, but also allow for discussion on emerging issues facing prosecutor’s offices across the country.

The Summit has been approved for 7.0 substantive CLE credits for Pennsylvania lawyers. CLE credit may be available in other jurisdictions as well. Attendees seeking CLE credit should bring payment in the amount of $280.00 ($140.00 public interest/non-profit attorneys) cash or check made payable to The Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania.

All attendees are required to register below so that we will have your up-to-date contact information and materials ready for you upon arrival. For more information about the summit sponsors and for continued updates on the nature and scope of the meeting, please visit APAinc.org –or– Law.upenn.edu/institutes/QuattroneCenter

DATE:
November 7-8, 2019

LOCATION:
Michael A. Fitts Auditorium, Golkin Hall
University of Pennsylvania Law School
3501 Sansom Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104

HOTEL:
The Study at University City
20 South 33rd Street
Philadelphia, PA 19104

APA has secured a room block at The Study Hotel at University City at the federal rate of $196 plus tax. The hotel is just a few blocks from the meeting venue. To reserve a room at the discounted rate, contact Samantha Crist at 215-398-1878 or scrist@studyhotels.com.

I plan to attend (indicate one option below):
Nov. 7-8; Nov. 7 only; --or-- Nov. 8 only.

Name *

First          Last

Title *

Organization *

Jurisdiction